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Our motto

"We support projects that make the world a better place. ”
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How we work 

We work as a venture and development investor

We create and manage a portfolio of promising companies

We work through so-called "smart money"

We give other partners  the opportunity to be involved as well:

Thanks to their entry, FABA will receive additional funding
Partners will have the opportunity to profit from FABA's revenue from the managed portfolio of 
companies



FABA CAPITAL a.s. supports talented teams of people with great thoughts and ideas and
helps them turn everything into reality.
FABA CAPITAL a.s. builds and manages long-term a portfolio of companies that meet the
demanding FABA criteria for target segments and ideas for positive human development.

The shared vision of FABA CAPITAL a.s. helped define the target segments that interest us
and megatrends that are positively changing the world today and contributing to our
surroundings :

Food-tech, Bio-tech, Med-tech
AI
Education and other areas with high innovation potential
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We support the development of ideas and human 
potential



FABA CAPITAL a.s. long-term invests in companies included in its portfolio, namely in its
portfolio, project management, change management, organizational structure, etc
FABA CAPITAL a.s. invests in financial resources, but also in know-how in terms of securing
further financing of companies' plans. and its work together with managers of companies
included in the portfolio to increases the value of companies in the portfolio.

FABA CAPITAL a.s. was founded by a group of experienced people from various industry
segments, whose interest is to support the growth of projects and teams of people with a
global ambition to positively influence the world.

The goal of FABA CAPITAL a.s. is to become the largest venture capital company that
supports revolutionary projects with a positive impact on our surroundings.
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We support the development of ideas and human 
potential
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The basis of a successful project is a unique 
team of people
Product / customer needs solution / impact 
on society
Economics and market policy, how a product 
can be successful
Growth potential / Valuation
Horizon of potential exit 3-8 years
Global ambitions

How do we select 
investment projects?
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What is key to a successful FABA investment?
Value added

FABA start-up control by the team
Network of accelerators and other 
external partners
Creating a suitable environment for 
development
Supported by FABA experts and managers
Co-investing, the use of kickstarter
platforms

FABA investment approval requires

Quality business plan
A unique team
Due dilligance
The right market
Quality product addressing the need
Thoughtful investment strategy
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Partner FABA
The FABA partner joins the company as a silent partner according to Act No. 89/2012
Coll., The Civil Code, as amended
Among other things, his contribution helps to finance the development and operation
of FABA's portfolio of companies
FABA expects at least a threefold appreciation of the partner's deposit over the duration
of the partnership
The amount of the partner's share in future payments represents the so-called digital
shares, which the partner will receive which the partner will receive after making his
contribution to FABA



Investment opportunities
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We believe that enough quality investment opportunities are absolutely crucial for
building a successful portfolio of companies and maximizing the chances of investing in
the so-called unicorn. In our experience, only 1% of the thousands of investment projects
examined are approved for further financing. That is why we have created a unique
strategy for finding and addressing the most attractive projects.
The most promising source of opportunities is our wide network of contacts and
partnerships, which the FABA CAPITAL team has created in recent years with its active
activities in the field of venture capital.
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Our team is ready to actively participate in the most important start-up and technology
conferences.

European universities are another important source of promising innovations with global
potential. We actively establish contacts and cooperate with the most prestigious European
universities to gain access to highly innovative spin-off companies and innovations, which
usually remain hidden in the departments for technology transfers and thus escape the
attention of venture capital investors.

Investment opportunities
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We start by looking for investment opportunities.

If the project fits into the FABA investment strategy and meets the basic parameters, its
team is invited to a presentation to present the project.
The business plan and key people in the project are evaluated, because the product /
service can be changed when producing the business plan, if necessary, it always has an
impact on the overall achievement of the company's successful result of the CEO and his
team.

The presentation is evaluated by FABA managers (people who have demonstrable
experience in building and selling their own company, or have been working in the top
management of a corporate organization for at least 5 years). They ask questions, give
feedback on the project. Managers vote at the end of the presentation on the progress of
the project to the next round.

Evaluating potential investment opportunities
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The total presentation time is set at 1.5 hours. The applicant will receive the presentation program by
e-mail in advance :

product / service description - current status
what needs the product / service solves on the market, customer description + added value
basic and current team, key roles and their substitutability
business model
marketing strategy
competition and competitive advantages of the solution
market position, planned expansion + SWOT analysis
plan for 3 years - development of operating costs and CAPEX
offer to the Investor - the amount of the offered business share
required amount of investment and its disintegration
exit strategy

Evaluating potential investment opportunities
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What do we offer to FABA CAPITAL a.s.
partners?

Expected return on investment - 3x during10 year 
cycle

Return potential - 5-11 times during10 year cycle

The right to a share of the profit of FABA CAPITAL a.s.
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Where are we looking for our investment 
opportunities?

Europe

Especially the Czech Republic, which is one of the
most technologically developed countries in the EU.
Successful projects such as AVG and AVAST were
born here.



Investing in companies
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Invia.cz (Czech Republic) Year 2008 entry of the Polish investor
MCI amount of 73M CZK for a business share of 50.1%.

In 2011 and 2012, MCI increases its business share to
approximately 80%.

In 2016, Czech Rockaway Capital buys Invia for 2.05 MLD CZK.
MCI earned CZK 1.51 MLD for its business share. The first
investment returned eleven times, later 3.5 times.

.
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How venture capital works
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Uber was founded in 2009. In the same year, the company received an
initial investment (seed funding) of $ 200,000.

In 2010, Uber received an investment of $ 1.25M, in 2011 another $
44.5M.

In June 2014, Uber announced the receipt of $ 1.2 billion and an
estimated $ 18.2 billion. Another investment was $ 1.5 billion in the
summer.

At the beginning of 2018, Softbank purchased 2.9% of Uber's shares
from Uber founder Travis Kalanick for $ 1.4 billion.

How venture capital works
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Contacts

FABA CAPITAL a.s.
Varšavská 715/36
120 00 Praha 2
Czech Republic

Address
hello@fabacapital.com

fabacapital.com

Web & Email

"We support projects that make the world a better place. ”

http://www.fabacapital.com/

